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Abstract. We developed software that provides intelligent hands-on bench-top dynamic help to students as they study in laboratories for introductory circuit analysis. Tutoring help is available at “teachable moments” as opposed to students waiting days or weeks for traditional teacher-graded labs reports. Quantitative and qualitative studies show that using the software leads to improved learning, verbalization and conceptual knowledge and relieves teachers’ workload. Students also reported that they enjoyed using the software.
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1. MOTIVATION

Students do not retain much information from their engineering laboratories and are often unmotivated because they see labs as imposed hurdles, irrelevant to their planned career. Feedback is provided as written comments on student lab reports received often weeks later, far after optimal teachable moments, which occur during the laboratory (not after). Because of this stark disconnect between student action and focused feedback, students often make the same type of errors week after week. Additionally, engineering laboratories do not typically use efficacious forms of teaching, such as discovery-methods or project-based learning [1]. Understanding how people think and learn has forced a reconsideration of what is meant by effective teaching and has powerful implications for how instruction should be organized to elicit learning [2]. Today’s students are less amenable to passive listening, less willing to read and more responsive to multimedia.

Simulations of labs are not an obvious solution, especially since they do not provide hands-on experiences. Guided use of sophisticated simulations before labs can enable exploratory and inquiry-based modes of learning [4]. Students are often oriented to “do the simulation” rather than reflect on and interpret what they see [5]. Our system attempts to address all of these issues simultaneously. The simulations do not always improve learning. For example, researchers at Purdue University evaluated the use of computer-simulation experiments in a senior-level chemical engineering course [6]. They found that the computer-simulated experiments led to better learning for some students, while others got more out of a traditional lab experiment. The authors caution against using instructional technology without evaluating its effectiveness.
II. INSTRUCTIONAL SOFTWARE

The potential of computer-assisted instruction in engineering education is unarguable, but rigorous demonstrations of its effectiveness are in short supply [7]. Computers have begun to play a significant role in higher education beyond functioning as high-tech typewriters and calculators and have been widely used to enhance traditional curricula [7]. However, the literature shows that they have been scarcely used in the engineering curriculum. There is an opportunity for computer-based teaching tools in engineering and industrial technology programs [8]. In the chemical engineering curriculum, for example, courses have incorporated increasingly complex and realistic examples through the use of spreadsheets, mathematical and process simulation software, multimedia courseware, and resources available through the World Wide Web.

Well-designed instructional technology can facilitate learning in ways that cannot be achieved in traditional classroom settings [7]. Strong instructional software can personalize visual and verbal material but weak software continues to present overwhelming textual content of lectures [7]. The goal is software that customizes mentoring for individual students, supports them to take an active role in the learning experience by providing questions, problems, and invites them to explore what-if scenarios through simulations. Perhaps most importantly, software can give the students immediate positive or corrective feedback to their responses in a completely non-threatening and non-embarrassing manner.

One example in chemical engineering is where students used instructional software that included interactive instructional tutorials, a user-friendly equation-solving program, a physical-property database and a visual encyclopedia of chemical engineering equipment [7]. Results indicate that students did not use the software much. Even though the tools had great potential none of the 102 students reported using the courseware “frequently.” A weak correlation was found between the frequency of use of the courseware and its perceived helpfulness in course performance (Pearson coefficient R=0.33). The implication is that providing unfamiliar instructional software in a time-consuming engineering course and counting on the students to make use of it on their own is not an effective strategy.

In another study, advanced manufacturing students tested the effectiveness of courseware about modular fixturing [8]. Previous research determined that students considered the courseware useful and were happy with the format and the user interface [9]. During the semester, the traditional lecture on the subject of modular fixturing was replaced with the software tutorial. After all of the students completed the tutorial (at their own pace) the students took a post-test. The complex components used in tooling applications and the subtle differences in their application make computer graphics based instruction an attractive teaching tool. This limited case study involved advanced manufacturing students in industrial technology and has shown that students achieved an increase in their knowledge of modular fixturing concepts. Further statistical tests show that the dependent sample t-test shows significance between pre and post-test while the independent sample t-test failed to show significance. The data are a bit ambiguous, but the independent t-test (observed) statistic is not drastically lower than that of the t-test (critical value), warranting further research.

Issue to Address. Supporting student learning in engineering laboratories through software raises several issues, including institutional and technical barriers, e.g., policies that may hinder work in classrooms or structural
issues (Internet connection), and content mismatch for some students. Most two and four year colleges are constrained by their laboratory equipment. Typically, each organization has a collection of equipment that must be used unless a windfall is received to re-equip the laboratory. Commercial laboratory manuals are of limited use in a specific laboratory, as the organization must be equipped with the apparatus designated by the laboratory manual. This research is also constrained by the physical realities of the lab, e.g., voltage not high enough, oscilloscope results unclear. Oddly enough, we have not had any serious equipment problems at the schools where this software was tested, nor problems with sufficient lab bandwidth. Problems with d.c. microammeters or high-quality inductors (~$50 each) might lead to new purchases.

Other issues occur at the level of the type of laboratory equipment used, for example, a lab might require a sensitive microammeter that is not available. One solution is to increase the value of the physical (and software) voltage. Another issue can be identified as the ‘data are data’ problem and refers to the fact that the software accepts any input for measured (not calculated) values, e.g., any data taken from a meter are accepted as valid. This can lead to later problems, especially if “measured” values were off by powers of ten. One solution is to check the magnitude of measured input and advise students about whether a value is off by powers of 10. However, this solution may break down when students are correctly reading values from faulty equipment and becoming confused by the software’s lack of flexibility.

Another issue is how many attempts students should have to input data into software. One approach is three strikes and you’re out. Students might be allowed three input answers, after which the system submits a calculated answer. However, after the system fills in answers, students can’t change their input values, which can be frustrating. Clearly dependencies exist among answers, e.g., subsequent questions depend on prior responses and incorrect answers on one page will escalate to cause large errors later on. Should the software adjust the expected student responses to later questions based on the actual submitted values on dependent questions? The need for dependencies causes other changes to the student’s conceptual model that make the software seem fickle. For example, a student may try to readjust problem A in the system. However, if problems B, C, and D all depend on A’s value, then system might force a student to redo his or her work on problems B, C, and D. This can often surprise the unsuspecting student, leading to frustration.

Another issue is the human-computer interface. We know that the software must be friendly and accommodating to all students. When it is not and students complain, developers need to react quickly to modify the software. In the system described in this paper, students used Tweets to communicate to researchers about the quality of the software. This was unexpected, but welcome in that it pointed out flaws in the software. Other students used Tweets to remark on the usefulness of the software in completing the lab. These changes to the software through the formative assessment process in Fall, 2012 appear to have been successful. In the three labs that occurred after these student statements, no student Tweets remarked (negatively or positively) on the functioning of the software itself. In this way, Tweets became a useful tool – helpful, but not calling attention to itself.

An important barrier to the widespread use of most traditional computer-aided engineering teaching tools is that they require increased faculty time including specialized faculty training. The software described in this paper, requires very little faculty training and provides authoring tools for faculty to customize labs to their own content (not discussed here). We discovered that one impediment to use of this software is faculty who have invested a great deal of effort in writing their own laboratories and are not willing to take on new software.

Intelligent instructional software for engineering education. Intelligent instructional software models the student’s knowledge and behavior and then adapts the software to the learning needs of individual students. Thus it might produce advanced material for a high achieving student and remedial material for a struggling student. One of the best examples is CyclePad, a fully implemented articulate virtual laboratory that uses qualitative reasoning to capture thermodynamic knowledge from an introductory textbook [10]. It provides explanations of calculations and coaching support for students through a major portion of a semester’s training in thermodynamics, including key properties of systems that interconvert work and heat, such as power plants, propulsion systems, refrigerators, and heat pumps. This system provides numerous simulations and interaction but students do not work with a physical system and do not receive immediate feedback for their hands-on activities.
Other intelligent tutors generate natural language dialogues with students and might use deep parsers and generators, together with systems that reason about domain knowledge and diagnose student problems, to produce detailed analyses of student utterances and generate automatic feedback.

CycleTalk, built upon the CyclePad simulation environment (above), investigated novel ways of using tutorial dialogue to teach thermodynamics [11]. The system empirically evaluated dialogue that invited students to negotiate problem-solving goals. For example, the system asked student to “do you think it is a good idea for the . . . temperature to be increased and kept high?” or “What happens to the steam quality if you increase the maximum temperature?” Empirical results provide strong evidence in favor of tutorial dialogue.

BEETLE II is another tutorial dialogue system, this time to teach circuit analysis, whose interface included an area to display reading material, a circuit simulator, and a dialogue history window [12]. All interactions with the system were typed. Students read curriculum slides and carried out exercises that involved experiments with a circuit simulator and explained the observed behavior. The system also asked high-level questions, designed to accept unrestricted language input.

Another intelligent software platform helps automate collaborative learning experiences while teaching mechanical engineering to undergraduates [11]. These tutorials teach fundamental concepts through dynamic dialogues. In a typical assignment, students perform a design or modeling task with commercial software. As students collaborate electronically, an intelligent agent monitors their interactions and interjects questions or comments in response to the use of key phrases, or due to other triggers. Again this software does not provide hands-on experience, though it does monitor immediate dialogues between members of student teams.

III. A CYBERLEARNING LABORATORY

We developed a suite of Cyberlearning laboratories; instructional software that uses intelligent models to teach engineering labs, support hands-on learning and explore the impact of computational labs on student learning and affect. CIRCE, circuit analysis computer environments, keeps students on task during typical laboratories with regular feedback and provides engineering content, see Figures 2,3,4, 6, and 7. It provides immediate student feedback, real-time error correction and final student grades.

It comes as no surprise that students who receive immediate feedback perform better on exams. CIRCE tracks student data in real-time and identifies activities that actually lead to learning gains. Students perform their usual hands-on experiments or projects using physical circuitry while submitting data to the computer in real time. For example, they receive immediate feedback as they sketch oscilloscope waves into the software. As they plot a graph or record data or tables they receive feedback about whether the data is within the expected range (green) or outside the expected range (red), see Figures 3-4. Out-of-range data points are immediately flagged.

We developed and evaluated seven introductory electronic engineering laboratories for freshmen and sophomore
electrical engineering students. These labs are completely vetted and freely available.

IV. ADAPTIVE PERSONALIZED HINTS

The tutor provides individual adaptive responses that provide appropriate help and hints, based on an evolving model of the student’s presumed knowledge and emotion. Individual students can move ahead or return to prior topics as they want. The pedagogical companion provides content-based responses to students, e.g., “Your answer is off by powers of 10.” or “Please check your amplitude in the oscilloscope graph,” (similar to Figure 7).

The presence of an instructional coach who cares, or, in the case of CIRCE, who appears to care, can provide a more personal experience and help students to persist at a task. The intelligent tutor helps students diagnose probable causes of mistakes.

The coach first initializes a decision tree model of proper reactions to various situations that can arise within the tutor. This model is built using data from a shared spreadsheet that is maintained by subject matter experts. The spreadsheet contains both specific information regarding proper reactions to student input, as well as data that generalize across the entire system.

The coach’s model can be updated from this spreadsheet at any point in time, representing a step towards a truly evolving coach, one in which knowledge updated in the data source is consistently uploaded and incorporated into the tutor automatically (though periodically). Actions that students make within CIRCE are fed through this decision tree and if necessary, feedback displayed to the student. The coach is not limited by the amount of feedback given, and will often provided several suggestions that may span different activities within the tutor. The feedback is presented in a way that makes clear to students 1) the total amount of feedback available at any time, and 2) the specific elements of the tutor (chart, table) with which each feedback is associated (for clarity).

V. EVALUATION RESULTS

We performed both quantitative and qualitative analysis of student learning using the instructional software.

We explored student comprehension of key engineering concepts and whether students demonstrated increased positive affect conducive to learning (e.g., increased interest, engagement) while using the system. The data analysis in this paper was acquired from students who received feedback from an earlier version of the coach that contained nearly ten times less information than the current version (at the time of this paper’s writing). We cannot present results on the efficacy of the coach explicitly, as there were no control groups for comparison. In the near future, we will present results regarding the efficacy of the coach trained from a rich and plentiful data source. However, even the more basic coach implementation provides relevant, on-time feedback to students. Comprehension of key engineering concepts was positively improved and students demonstrated increased positive affect conducive to learning (e.g., increased interest, engagement).

We evaluated student comprehension of key concepts, ability to verbalize concepts and affect (e.g., interest, boredom, engagement). One goal was to evaluate whether providing rapid responses during labs is differentially associated with gains in reasoning skills. Research suggests that learners...
benefit when their thinking is made visible and when they take responsibility for their own answers rather than wait for faculty approval. The labs were evaluated at both a large Southwestern university and a large Northeastern urban community college. Unfortunately, data collection at the university was problematic, in that a new lab was written from scratch and the team was unable to assist during the lab to handle the inevitable bugs. Results from the community college are discussed below. We used four evaluation tools (both qualitative and quantitative) to assess student response, including a pre-lab and post-lab physics quiz in concept inventory style, laboratory grades, student Tweet (format 280 characters) and a survey to assess student attitudes.

**Improved ability as measured by lab grades.** We evaluated 78 lab grades assigned by the software and based on recording student answers and key strokes in Fall 2012 at the Northeastern community college. These data include results for all activities, e.g., student input to graphs, tables and sketches of waves from oscilloscopes, see Figures 2-4. By recording all student activity within the software, analysis of student data is efficient and easy to collect. Teachers do not need to evaluate lab reports. The grades of freshmen increased as the semester and labs progressed; sophomores received generally higher grades, in the 80% range. Of course, because the software assigns the grades, we cannot necessarily claim that this is evidence of learning. Also other confounds could be responsible for grades including difficulty of individual labs which could explain a sharp decrease for lab 5. We do, however, posit that this is reflective of students becoming more acclimated to the system.

**Improved conceptual knowledge as measured by pre-post quizzes.** We evaluated 41 pre and post conceptual quizzes associated with each lab unit. Traditional tests are not necessarily effective tools for diagnosing the content and structure of students’ knowledge of physics or engineering [12]. Instead conceptual quizzes are often used to measure a student’s conceptual and qualitative knowledge, which refers to relationships and flow among objects and is needed for proficient problem solving. Figure 6 is an example of a conceptual quiz for transient voltages in an RC circuit. Additionally, particular types of cognitive processes are required for acquiring conceptual knowledge and building useful knowledge structures. We used quizzes based on a concept inventory of circuit analysis problems developed by David Rancour and Bob Helgelard at UMass-Dartmouth2. We selected two questions from this inventory for each circuit pre and post-quiz. Grades for pre and post quizzes improved as the labs and semester progressed, see Figure 9. Most quizzes required a circuit diagram or computer graphic. They did not count in the student’s grade and provide only right/wrong feedback and one try only.

Several pieces of evidence indicate that CIRCE has a learning curve, during which student learning may actually suffer. We saw that grades rose over time as students progressed through the CIRCE labs, which may imply learning, but most likely seems to show an increased level of comfort and experience with the cyberlearning environment. Our pre and post test analysis shows results that are consistent with this hypothesis. Later labs resulted in apparent learning from pre to post test. However, the earlier labs actually show the opposite effect. We believe there are two primary reasons for this. Firstly, as stated above, comfort with the system and cyberlearning lab paradigm likely had an effect on student learning, which corrected itself in later labs. Additionally, the difficulty of each lab increases over time, resulting in more opportunity for the system to have an effect on student learning. We believe that our quantitative results are explained by some amalgamation of these two effects.

### Table 1. Specific examples of student 'tweets' and their respective classifications under our analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before/After Knowledge</th>
<th>Example Student Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.Ambiguous/Incomplete</td>
<td>(pre) “in a series circuit”; (post) “My Mind is blown”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Confusion/Confusion</td>
<td>(pre) “Current directly proportional to resistance”; (post) “current changes with different amps”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Confusion/Understanding</td>
<td>(pre) “We know nothing”; (post) “We learned how to use a function generator”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Understanding/Understanding</td>
<td>(pre) “It discharges quickly to start off then gets slower and slower as time goes on until it reaches zero”; (post) “I learned how to calculate Io/I and ln (Io/I) and how to plot them.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Positive student affect as measured by surveys.** One of our goals is to develop software that drives innovation in the way instructors teach or students learn. The students enjoyed using the software; they thought it was friendly, helpful, and enabled them to understand their errors. This evidence comes from surveys, focus groups, and observed changes in teaching practice. Results from surveys from Fall 2012 at a large urban community college are shown in Figure 10. Twenty-six students completed the Likert scale survey (6 strongly agree; 1 strongly disagree). Additionally, the software seemed to help students pay more attention to details.

---

2 The concept inventory of circuit analysis problems was developed by David Rancour and Bob Helgelard, from UMass-Dartmouth, and attributed to them in each CIRCE Lab, see www.foundationcoalition.org.
Improved verbalization as measured by Tweets. We evaluated 70 student Tweets, brief textual messages crafted by students within the system to describe their knowledge about engineering topics, see example Tweets in Table 1. The goal was to identify students’ qualitative knowledge about general topics (e.g., inductance, capacitance) before and after each lab.

For example, a pre-lab Tweet asks “What do you know about discharging a capacitor through a resistor. What happens in a one time constant?” and the post-lab Tweet asks “What did you learn in this laboratory?” Tweets were classified into four categories: ambiguous; confusion before & after; confusion before/reasonable understanding after; and good understanding before/reasonable understanding after. Table 2 presents the number of raw Tweets analyzed and Table 3 provides example summary comments from students.

The Tweets are a narrative summary of what students understand before the lab and an assessment by the student of what he/she learned in the lab. Even with an understanding of Tweet shorthand, the students’ responses were hard to sort because of incomplete responses and undecipherable responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tweet “bins”</th>
<th>Lab 3</th>
<th>Lab 4</th>
<th>Lab 5</th>
<th>Lab 6</th>
<th>Lab 7</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Ambiguous or incomplete</td>
<td>2+11=13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Confusion or no knowledge before lab and confusion after lab</td>
<td>1+1=2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Confusion or no knowledge before lab &amp; reasonable understanding or statement of satisfaction after lab</td>
<td>1+1=2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Good understanding pre-lab and reasonable understanding or statement of satisfaction after lab</td>
<td>6+4=10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum</strong></td>
<td><strong>27</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>18</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>57</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Raw Tweet data. The high numbers in Bin 1 row 1 (Ambiguous) include Tweets that were not decipherable and times that students failed to fill in any response, either pre-lab or post-lab.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Evidence presented in this paper provides a powerful argument for building Cyberlearning tool for science laboratories. One goal is to develop software that drives innovation in the way instructors teach and students learn. These environments provide an opportunity to increase student learning and affect, while simultaneously freeing instructors from the shackles of tedious administrative tasks such as grading lab reports and checking lab data. Of course, teachers still need to observe student achievement and intervene perhaps with more individual mentoring. CIRCE provides tools (not discussed here) for instructors to view the work and assessment for all students. These tools allow further freedom from administrative tasks while also providing clear assessments of student performance.

Additionally, an opportunity exists for intelligent tutoring systems to optimize not only learning, but also long-term attitudes related to students’ emotions while working on science labs. By modifying the “context” of the tutoring system including students’ perceived emotion around engineering, intelligent tutors might optimize and improve their engineering attitude. Prior results showed that a student’s value of a topic and self-concept in that topic can predict long-term success, e.g., students who value engineering and have a positive self-concept of their engineering ability might perform better [13]. This paper argues for the use of cyberlearning environments, in which intelligent software is used hand-in-hand with physical laboratories to increase student learning and relieve teachers of administrative duties. CIRCE invites students to submit responses to seven circuit analysis laboratories. Studies show that students initially seemed to receive little value from the CIRCE environment, research, students used their creative spelling to provide unsolicited comments about their experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Remarks about their Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I learned how to do the calculations and I like using the computer to put in the answers and finding out if they are right or not makes it easier to do and understand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The diagrams helped me better too hoorn up my ammeter and voltmeter too the circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I learned that the text is tricky about what numbers you put in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I learned how to do the calculations and i like using the computer to put in the answers and finding out if they are right or not makes it easier to do and understand&quot; &quot;my measurements were off at first but then i used circe to check my answers&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Example knowledge and emotion expressed by students in CIRCE pre and post lab Tweets. During the
potential evidence of a necessary learning curve for the software and possibly some mistrust (some valid, some not, as evidenced by the student Tweets). However, later labs provide evidence of increased learning both quantitatively and qualitatively. Overall, student’s affect was positive after using the software. In the near future, we look forward to using the new version of the coach, which has been trained from a rich and plentiful data source and contains ten times the amount of response messages. We will also present results regarding the efficacy of the coach. We intend to continue exploring the use of cyberlearning environments in science and engineering laboratories.
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